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What is this a fossil of?
How do you know?How do you know?

This is Archaeopteryx





Evolution: 
• the development of new types of organisms• the development of new types of organisms 

from preexisting types of organisms over 
time.time.

• A heritable change in the characteristics• A heritable change in the characteristics 
within a population from one generation to 
the next.



Jean Baptiste LamarckJean Baptiste Lamarck

• Supported the idea that 
populations of organisms 
change over time.

• Thought that simple 
organisms could arise fromorganisms could arise from 
nonliving  matter.

• Thought that simple forms of 
life inevitably develop into 
more complex forms.



• Proposed that individuals could 
acquire traits during their 
lifetimes as a result oflifetimes as a result of 
experience or behavior, then 
could pass on these traits to 
offspringoffspring.

• Called this idea inheritance of 
acquired characteristics.q

• Lamarck believed that giraffes 
stretched their necks to reach 
f d Th i ff i d l tfood. Their offspring and later 
generations inherited the 
resulting long necks.



Charles Darwin

• Noted that groups of animals 
varied from island to island.

• Noticed similarities and 
differences among many 
organisms as he tra eledorganisms as he traveled 
around the world.

• Formed a new theory to y
explain how evolution may 
take place with English 
naturalist Alfred Russelnaturalist Alfred Russel 
Wallace.

• In 1859, he published On the 
Origin of Species by Means 
of Natural Selection.



2 goals in his book:
• He wanted to  present the large amount of evidence p g

that evolution occurs.
• He wanted to explain the variety and distribution of 

organisms on Earth in terms of natural processesorganisms on Earth in terms of natural processes 
that are observable everyday.

Descent through modification:  every species – living 
or extinct- must have descended by reproduction 
f i ti i d th t th i tfrom preexisting species and that the species must 
be able to change over time.



Darwin’s Finches

Which finch is the:
Insect Eater? Plant and some insect? Insects and some plants?





4 Main Parts of Darwin’s 
R iReasoning

Overproduction: more offspring can be produced than p p g p
can survive to maturity.

•Darwin drew this conclusion from Thomas Malthus.

•Malthus said that human populations can increase 
more q ickl than food s pplies and that pop lationsmore quickly than food supplies and that populations 
are often limited by conditions as war, disease, or lack 
of food.



Genetic variation: Within a population, individuals have 
different traits.

EX:

•Size

•Color

•Strengthg

•Speed

•Ability to find food•Ability to find food

•Resistance to certain diseases



VARIATIONSVARIATIONS



Struggle to survive: Some variations improve an 
individual’s chance to survive and reproduce, but 
some variations reduce this chance.

Adaptation: a trait that makes an individual successful in 
its environment over time.

Acclimation: a short-term process in which 
physiological changes take place in a single being in its 
own lifetime.



Snowshoe rabbit

Acclimation





Differential reproduction: organisms with the best 
adaptations are most likely to survive and reproduce.

“Survival of the fittest”



Artificial vs. Natural SelectionArtificial vs. Natural Selection

• The choosing of The process by whichThe choosing of 
animals for breeding 
by selecting those 

p y
those characteristics

that permit survival and
with desirable traits. reproduction are

continued and

• Examples:
• Horses

eventually replace less
desirable

characteristics
• Dogs

characteristics.
Example:  Peppered Moth



PEPPERED MOTHS

Peppered moths rest pp
during the day on tree 
trunks, where they are 
vulnerable to beingvulnerable to being 
eaten by birds. In pre-
industrial England, tree 
trunks were gray. As 
illustrated here, gray 
moths are well 
camouflaged on gray 
tree trunks; black 
moths stand outmoths stand out. 



When industry 
developed in England, 
pollution from 
factories turned tree 
trunks in forests intrunks in forests in 
industrial areas black. 
As illustrated here, onAs illustrated here, on 
black tree trunks, black 
moths are well 
camouflaged; gray 
moths stand out.



Evidence of EvolutionEvidence of Evolution

The Fossil RecordThe Fossil Record



Fossils:  the remains or traces of an organism 
th t di d lthat died long ago.

Extinct: species is no longer aliveExtinct: species is no longer alive.



Superposition: a principle that states that 
k li b ld k f thyounger rocks lie above older rocks of the 

layers have not been disturbed.



Transitional species: species differ in a gradual 
f f tisequence of forms over time.



Anatomy and Physiologyato y a d ys o ogy



Homologous structure: anatomical structures thatHomologous structure: anatomical structures that 
occur in different species and that originated by 
heredity from a structure in the most recent common 
ancestor of the species.

Analogous structure: have closely related functions 
but do not derive from the same ancestral structure.but do ot de e o t e sa e a cest a st uctu e

ex: bird, bat, and moth wings



E b iEmbryonic 
DevelopmentDevelopment



Vestigial StructuresVestigial Structures
A structure in an organism that is reduced in size and 

function and that may have been complete and y p
functional in the organism’s ancestors.



1. Human appendix useless yet in other mammals, including1. Human appendix useless yet in other mammals, including 
primates, it is necessary to aid in digestion of high cellulose 
diet

2. Human external ear muscles still present but useless 
3 H mans ha e tailbones and some babies occasionall ha e3. Humans have tailbones and some babies occasionally have 

tails
4. Human wisdom teeth vestigial compared to other primates 
5. Some snakes have skeletal limbs5. Some snakes have skeletal limbs 
6. Cave dwelling crayfish have eyestalks yet no eyes 
7. Sometimes vestigial organs may be adapted for new uses, e.g. 

penguin wings can't be used for flight yet adapted for 
swimmingswimming 

8. Kiwi, a flightless bird, has tiny stubby and useless wings 



A well-developed tail is p
characteristic of the 

human embryo in the 
second month. Usually y

during the third month the 
tail regresses and 
disappears as an pp
anatomic external 

feature. Occasionally the 
tail persists and grows p g

with the rest of the body. 
Tails as long as 23 cm 
have been reported. p



Biological moleculesBiological molecules

• DNA and RNA are the molecular basis for 
inheritance of traits.

• DNA affects traits encoding the amino acid 
t f t isequences to form proteins.

• Comparisons can be made with DNA, RNA, proteins, 
and other biological molecules from many differentand other biological molecules from many different 
organisms.

• The greater the number of similarities between any 
i i th l l th igiven species, the more closely the species are 

related through a common ancestor.



Phylogeny: the relationships by ancestry 
f iamong groups of organisms.

Cladogram



Evolution in Action



Convergent evolution: process by which 
different species evolve similar traits.





Divergent evolution: process in which the g p
descendants of a single ancestor diversify into 
species that each fit  different parts of the 

i tenvironment. 

African Ostrich South American Rhea



Coevolution: two or more species have 
l d d t ti t h th ’ i flevolved adaptations to each other’s influence.

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/evolution/library/01/3/l_013_01.html



Adaptive radiation: a new population in a new 
environment undergoes divergent radiation until 
the population fills many parts of the 
environmentenvironment.



Frequency

•In general the frequency of alleles in a population’s

q y

•In general, the frequency of alleles in a population’s 
gene pool remains relatively stable.
•This type of population is said to be in equilibrium.
•5 Factors that can change frequency:

1) Mutation
2) Migration2) Migration
3) Random Change
4) Artificial or Natural Selection
5) Nonrandom Mating of Individuals5) Nonrandom Mating of Individuals



MutationsMutations

Results in the introduction of a new allele and cause an 
immediate, but small, shift in equilibrium.
ex:  Bacteria – produce large number in a short time 
h hi h i fl th th d i fhave higher influence than those producing few 
organisms over a long time span.



MIGRATIONMIGRATION

The movement of 
organisms into 
or out of the 
population andpopulation and 
therefore the 
gene pool.



RANDOM CHANGE in ALLELE 
FREQUENCIESFREQUENCIES

Genetic Drift – a random change that occurs in small g
populations resulting in a population with distinct 
characteristics.

Ex:  Ellis-van Creveld syndrome, a form of Dwarfism in 
the Amish population of Pennsylvania.

C f fCharacterized also by polydactyly, malformation of the 
bones of the wrist, cardiac malformation, and often 
prenatal eruption of the teeth.p p

Mapped to the short arm of chromosome 4.



Sexual SelectionSexual Selection

Selection in which a mate is chosen on the basis of a 
particular trait or traits.



ARTIFICIAL or NATURAL 
SELECTIONSELECTION

“Survival of the Fittest”


